
Ann Lislegaard (b. 1962, Norway) 
Spinning and Weaving Ada, 2016
3 minutes 19 seconds
Ann Lislegaard’s animation Spinning and Weaving Ada is an homage to 
Ada Lovelace, the 18th-century mathematician responsible for writing 
the algorithm that came to form the basis of the world’s first computer.

Katja Aglert (b. 1970, Sweden) 
Diorama: a love letter to the last fox, 2016
12 minutes 25 seconds
Katja Aglert’s video-essay Diorama: a love letter to the last fox explores 
the relationship between humans and animals, and nature and culture. 
In particular, Aglert considers shifting attitudes towards the fox, an 
animal that is protected in some parts of the world, and treated as a 
pest in others.

Henna-Riikka Halonen (b. 1975, Finland) 
Moderate Manipulations, 2012
7 minutes 30 seconds
Moderate Manipulations was filmed in and around a futurist house 
designed by Finnish architect Matti Suuronen. Two professional models, 
dressed in 1960s gowns reminiscent of those by Swedish design house 
Marimekko, read from a text by Finnish futurologist Mika Mannermaa. 
Halonen suggests that, just like clothing and architecture, political 
positions are also subject to trends.

Enjoy a delicious drink from the hot chocolate station 
whilst you watch our Nordic film programme.

 Nordic Film and Video:  
 Recent work by visual artists
 Part of Nordic Matters Opening Weekend

Friday 13 January 2017, 4pm – 10pm 
Saturday 14 January 2017, 11am – 10pm
St Paul’s Roof Pavilion, Royal Festival Hall

Rikke Benborg (b.1973, Denmark) 
I Bring Sleep, 2015
9 minutes 54 seconds
Rikke Benborg describes her films as ‘a poetic celebration of 
storytelling, image and allegory’. The characters in I Bring Sleep 
represent the dream god Morpheus and the many-eyed Argus. Its 
title is drawn from the Latin name for poppy – papaver somniferum, or 
‘bringer of sleep’ – a plant associated with both sleep and death.

This film is also screened on a monitor in the Archive Studio, Level 2, Blue 
Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Ingrid Torvund (b. Norway) 
When I Go Out I Bleed Magic, 2015
20 minutes 13 seconds
Ingrid Torvund’s macabre short film draws on her interest in folk stories, 
mythology, the occult and science fiction. It was shot in West Telemark 
in Norway, an area known for folk music, wood carving, storytelling 
and old churches where, as the artist explains, ‘pagan and Christian 
symbols exist side by side.’

Tuomas A. Laitinen (b. 1976, Finland) 
The Powder of Sympathy, 2015
8 minutes 36 seconds
In The Powder of Sympathy, the healing power of copper – not least its 
antibacterial and antiviral properties – is juxtaposed with its role in the 
development and continuity of electricity-dependent modern societies.

This film is also screened on a monitor outside the Poetry Library, Level 5, 
Blue Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Marja Helander (b. 1965, Finland) 
Dolastallat (To Have a Campfire), 2015
5 minutes 48 seconds
Much of Marja Helander’s work is concerned with the collision between 
Sami traditions and contemporary culture. Her short film Dolastallat 
(To Have a Campfire) was shot in Russia’s Kola Peninsula. She explains 
that in this film, as in all her work, ‘the lead role is played by the 
Northern landscape’.

This film is also projected on Level 2, Blue Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Adel Abidin (b. 1973, Iraq) 
Vacuum, 2006
8 minutes 56 seconds
In Vacuum – a film made shortly after the artist immigrated from 
Finland to Iraq – Adel Abidin attempts to hoover snow from a frozen 
lake. Making light of the drastic change in climate, Abidin also makes  
a more serious comment about immigrants and manual labour.

This film is also projected on the exterior of Royal Festival Hall, opposite 
Hungerford Bridge.

This selection of film and video showcases the work of 19 emerging and contemporary  
artists working across the Nordic countries and regions. Although diverse in subject matter, 
many of the films share similar concerns, amongst them contemporary politics, science fiction 
and mythology. The selection also demonstrates a rich variety of filmmaking styles, from 
narrative-driven drama, to digitally rendered montage. Together, they provide a glimpse into  
a thriving and ambitious moving image scene achieving international renown.

In addition to the screening in St Paul’s Pavilion, a number of films are also screened  
in various locations across Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall.

@southbankcentre 
@haywardgallery 
#NordicMatters



Soren Thilo Funder (b.1979, Denmark)
Futurist Youth (In Defence of Billy Cutshaw), 
2016
8 minutes 22 seconds
Soren Thilo Funder describes his fi lms as ‘formal investigations into 
the power relations of modern day society’. In Futurist Youth (In Defence 
of Billy Cutshaw) a group of teenagers build a ceremonial bonfi re, 
accompanied by a punk rock soundtrack. After setting alight a model of 
Ham, the fi rst chimpanzee in space, they read to one another from an 
article about an inquiry into the validity of the American Moon Landing.

This fi lm is also screened on a monitor in the Archive Studio, Level 2, 
Blue Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Jenna Sutela (b. 1983, Finland)
When You Moved, 2014
15 minutes 2 seconds
Jenna Sutela’s sci-fi  video-essay explores the relationship between 
the body and its technologically mediated environment. On a running 
machine aboard an asteroid spaceship a woman interacts with the 
ship’s interface, as an encroaching slime mould growth steadily gains 
ground.

This fi lm is also screened on a monitor on Level 2, Blue Side at 
Royal Festival Hall.

Ragnar Kjartansson (b. 1976, Iceland)
Death and the Children, 2002
4 minutes 54 seconds
Courtesy of the artist and i8 Gallery, Reykjavík and Luhring Augustine, 
New York

Emerging from a tomb in a graveyard in Reykjavík dressed as the 
personifi cation of death, the artist Ragnar Kjartansson engages a group 
of schoolchildren in a candid conversation about God, mortality and the 
afterlife that is as funny as it is profound.

Heiðrik á Heygum (b. 1983, Faroe Islands)
Waves – A Portrait of Maria á Heygum, 2010
7 minutes 40 seconds
Waves is both an intimate portrait of the artist’s grandmother Maria 
– who has swum in the sea every day for the past 48 years – and an 
exploration of recent changes that have taken place in Maria’s home 
town, Vestmanna.
This fi lm is also screened on a monitor in the Archive Studio, Level 2, 
Blue Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Kaia Hugin (b. 1975, Norway)
Angry Boy / Happy Boy (Motholic Mobble part 
10), 2015
3 minutes
Angry Boy / Happy Boy (Motholic Mobble part 10) is part of Kaia Hugin’s 
ongoing series of surreal video performances. In this short fi lm, Hugin’s 
10-month-old child – suspended over a plinth like living work of art – 
appears to demonstrate uncanny physical strength.

This fi lm is also screened on a monitor in the Archive Studio, Level 2, 
Blue Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Inuk Silis Hoegh (b. 1972, Greenland)
Sinilluarit (Goodnight), 1999
14 minutes 28 seconds
Sinilluarit (Goodnight) is a domestic comedy set over the course of 
a single night. Unable to sleep, a jealous husband torments himself 
with his wife’s (imagined) infi delity. Sinilluarit (Goodnight) was the fi rst 
independently produced Greenlandic fi lm.

Please note that this fi lm references adult themes.

Rita Jokiranta (b. Åland Islands)
nonstop, 2017
4 minutes 9 seconds
Rita Jokiranta works with moving image, sound and photography. Her 
enigmatic short fi lm nonstop focusses on a revolving door through 
which a stream of people come and go.

This fi lm is also screened on a monitor in the JCB Lift, Blue Side at Royal 
Festival Hall.

Liselotte Wajstedt (b. 1973, Sweden)
A Sami in the city, 2007
8 minutes 2 seconds
Liselotte Wajstedt grew up in Sápmi, an Arctic region traditionally 
inhabited by the Sami people. In A Sami in the city Wajstedt documents 
a journey through Stockholm, during which she attempts to learn – 
and in some cases is forced to invent – the Sami words for her new 
environment.

This fi lm is also screened a monitor outside the Poetry Library, Level 5, 
Blue Side at Royal Festival Hall.

Ane Hjort Guttu (b. 1971, Norway)
This Place is Every Place, 2014
17 minutes
This Place is Every Place consists of a dialogue between two women 
in Tensta, a vast post-war housing development on the outskirts of 
Stockholm. Exploring the relationship between political and personal 
crises, the women draw a connection between the global protest 
movements of the past few years, and recent riots in Swedish suburbs.

Jesper Just (b.1974, Denmark)
A Voyage in Dwelling, 2008
11 minutes 11 seconds
In this enigmatic psychodrama a lone woman, played by Danish actress 
Benedikte Hanse, moves between three settings: an island, a house and 
an ocean liner. As in a dream, each setting morphs seamlessly into the 
next. A Voyage in Dwelling is the fi rst fi lm in Just’s trilogy of the same 
name.

Bjargey Ólafsdóttir (b. 1972, Iceland)
Lost My Head, 2005
8 minutes 33 seconds
Lost My Head is a short and sinister tale of a dysfunctional relationship 
that erupts into violence. Like many of Bjargey Ólafsdóttir’s fi lms, it is 
set within a domestic interior that is at once familiar and unsettling.


